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Dear Kids,
We are so excited that you are getting a chance to travel and see
the world! There are so many lessons to be learned from traveling,
and we hope that you will learn to love taking adventures and going
to new places!

Sometimes it takes a while to get to the place you are going, so that
is why we put together this activity book. There may be times you
have to wait in the airport or sit quietly on a plane or in a car—and
we hope this book will help make that waiting time more fun. 
(We promise all the waiting will be worth it!!!)

We’d love it if you’d share your booklet with us when you return, as
we’d love to hear about your vacation from your point of view!
Sometimes us grown ups forget the best parts, and we need you to
help us remember!

Have the best time ever!

Love,
Your Travel Friends at Enchanting Excursions

PS... Be sure to give your mom, dad, grandma, aunt, friend.... whoever
is taking you on this awesome vacation a big hug!!!



My Vacation

My age:

I am going to:

I am staying at:

People traveling with me: 

I am staying this many days:

I am most excited about:

Start Date:



Where I'm Going
Draw a picture of the place you are going on vacation 



About My Destination 
Color in where you are going on the map below.

I am going to travel by:



About My Destination 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11   12   13.  14.  15+

Circle which direction your destination is from your home. 

It will take this many hours to get to my destination: 



About My Destination 
Today's weather in my destination:



What's In My Suitcase 
Draw what you packed for the trip!



Mystery Grid
Reassemble the scrambled image by drawing the image

using the coordinates above each square.
 



Mystery Grid
Decode the message by filling in the blanks with the letter

that matches each picture at the bottom of the page.
 



Beach Maze
Can you solve this maze and get to the palm tree?

 



Word Search
Find the hidden words below.



Unscramble The Words
Reassemble the scrambled image by drawing the image

using the coordinates above each square.
 

eahcb

canoitva

eeunsrcsn

siauctes

reianapl

lleumbar

conae

dsaltencsa

cie ercam

isutsmiws

caebh blla

ogglgse

gasslsensu

awevs

hifs

kibnii

welot

llesheas

flato

wsmunitrks

esa

isuenhsn

pliflopfs

adns

olop

lpssah

ghlauter

dlinpho



Decorate the Sandcastle



My Vacation Memories
You don't want to forget all the fun you had! 

Fill out the blanks below about your trip! 

Favorite Food 
I Had on Vacation: 

OVERALL RATING:

Best Thing I Did:

Silliest or Funniest Thing 
That Happened:

Coolest Thing I Saw:


